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ABSTRACT 

The system “Galexyshares”deals with the problem of stock market investment. Currently people want to earn 

more and more money but they don’t know how to grow their money. Hence we come into the picture. We 

provide the best investment tool which is the stock market. In this we give stock market knowledge, stock 

prediction service and many more services. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Galaxy shares is a unique premium service that helps the people to start their investment journey in stock 

markets. We teach students about the stock market. We have a stock recommendation service. In which I and 

the students who had opted for the services connect on a zoom meeting and I share some trades to buy or short 

sell the shares in stock market. It's a complete learning and investing platform. Our motto is our strategies for 

better returns. We are having the best teaching experience on the stock market. We also have 14+ active clients. 

Who are our regular customers and they are enjoying our services to the fullest. We provide ease of investment 

with full handholding support. Currently according to our client data if they start their investment journey with 

us then if they are having a sum of 1 lakh then they can easily earn around 40 thousand to 50 thousand per 

month if they join us. Our future 10 years target is that we should have a client base of at least 15 lakh. Hence 

we are improving our services everyday. During the live trading sessions I also share various learnings so that 

the clients can also learn why we had taken this trade. What was the reason behind taking this trade?  

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology behind the website is that in today’s world a secondary source of income is very much 

important. This source of income can be made by using the stock market. But most people do not have any 

information about the stock market. Hence we come into picture. We provide perfect handholding support and 

we make the students perfect so that they can invest in the stock market on their own. We provide unlimited 

support to our students. 

 

Let us see what the term stock market means? 

Stock market is a platform where shares of public limited companies which are listed on stock exchange are 

traded. Companies like Reliance, TCS, Wipro, Coal India, HDFC Bank etc. can buy the shares of these 

companies as an investment.  

This is a short introduction about the stock market but if anyone wants to learn it in detail then the person can 

connect me on 8570981134. 

 

During this project we made various strategies which will help us in trading in the stock market. Below are 

the names of some strategies- 
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1. 2.5 days movement 

2. Kajushubu combination strategy 

3. galaxy shares signature strategy 

And many more strategies we had created. Using these strategies we are having an accuracy level of around 

90%.  

 

3. MODELLING AND ANALYSIS 

Implementation of this project was not that easy but was complex for every functionality. There were many 

functions and components added to this project to make it work and so different types of tools were needed 

and various technologies were used. Technologies and tools that were used in the making were as follows :- 

 

HTML- It lets us build our website. It was better and fast working and acted as a basic building block for our 

website. 

 

CSS- Design of our website was as important as its features. So, we have used CSS to make our site beautiful.  

 

JAVA SCRIPT- java script has acted as the brain of our website. We had used java script to add animations 

to our website. And we had used it to enhance our website. 

 

PAY U PAYMENT GATEWAY- on this website as we have to collect the payment of our services hence 

this was a major problem. But pay u payment gateway helped us in solving this problem. We had integrated 

pay u services to collect the payment of our website.  

 

The tools which are used in the development of our website is visual studio code. It has played a very important 

role in the development of our website. As the entire coding is done in the visual studio code. We used an 

extension also which is provided by the visual studio code only. The name of the extension is live server. This 

live server extension has helped us a lot as this extension shows the live changes made to our website. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Following that research in this topic the developer is laying down the implementation approach of the 

application by elaborating important aspects of implementation such as tools, the approach to follow with 

implementation to improve the performance and UI. 

Below are some glimpse of our website- 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Thus the aim of this paper is to provide the importance of why this project was executed and the utmost 

importance of tools and technologies used in this project. The implementation of this project was quite a rush 

and complex but along the process it was a great learning experience. 

This project was created keeping in mind the needs of an investor and traders. 

It also provides a great learning experience to users with our services.  
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